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In this note we show that the integration theory developed by N. Bour- 
baki in [2] is a particular case of that developed by A. and C. Ionescu- 
Tulcea in [3]. 
Our results provide additional insight into the theory of integration on 
separated topological spaces. 
1. Throughout this note T is a separated topological space, X is 
the set of all compact parts of T and d is the smallest clan containing X’. 
For every upper integral N (see [3, p. 11) and 1 <p < co, we denote by 
Fp(T, N) the space of all f: T-t R for which N( IfI”) < co and by 
LP( T, N, 9’) the space of all f: T + R p-integrable with respect to (N, a), 
where .G%?c~‘(T, N) has the properties (L,), (L,) and (L,)(see 13, p. 31). 
For every upper integral N we denote by m the essential upper integral 
associated to N (see [3, p. 143). 
For every measure p > 0 (see [2, p. 111) we denote by ,u’ the essential 
upper integral and by p* the upper integral, corresponding to p. For 
1 <p < co we denote by pip( T, ,u) the space of all p-essentially integrable 
functions’ f: T -+ R (that is, p-measurable and such that p’( If/“) < co ), and 
by LP’( T, ,u) the space of all p-integrable functions f: T-t R (that is, p- 
essentially integrable and ,u-moderated) with respect to ,LL We shall see 
below that p”’ is indeed the essential upper integral’ associated to p* (in the 
sense of [3]). 
Throughout this note we denote by p a positive measure on T. 
1 To simplify the presentation we assume that the functions in UP( T, /o and 8”( T, p) take 
values in R; this does not restrict the generality of the results. 
2 It is obvious that the concepts of “encombrement,” as defined in 121, and of upper 
integral, as defined in [3], are equivalent, thus p(’ and p* are upper integrals in the sense of 
c31. 
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2. Let J% be the set of all functions J T-t R of the form 
CjEJ Aj$A(j)3 where J is finite, Aje R and A(j) E X for Jo J. Then d is the 
set of all A t T such that 4A E 5%! (see [l, p. 1591). IffE .%‘, then Supp(f) is 
relatively compact; it follows that f is moderated, whence p’( IfI ) = p*( IfI ). 
It is easy to prove that 
for every 1 fp< cc and that .G@ has the properties (L,), (L2) and (&)(to 
establish (~5,) use Proposition 4, [2, p. 151). Note also that everyfE9 is 
p-measurable. 
Now let K E X, let g: K -+ R be a continuous mapping and let go: T + R 
be the mapping defined by g”(x) = g(x) for x E K and g”(x) = 0 for x $ K. 
Then for every E > 0 there is g, E A! such that Supp(g,) c K and 
SUP I&-g(x)l6&. 
YET 
THEOREM 1. For every 1 6 p < cxz we have: 
(1.1) cP(T, p*, B)= P’(T, P), 
(1.2) YyT,p*‘)=P(T,p). 
Proof Let fE gp( T, p*, .%).Then there is a sequence cf,) of elements of 
$A! which converges p*-almost everywhere tof (see [3, p. 41); since every f, 
is p-measurable, so isJ: Since /A*( I,fl”) < co, we deduce thatfis moderated. 
Hence f~ 5Zp( T, p). 
Conversely, let f~ pp( T, p). For every E < 0 there is g: T -+ R such that 
K = Supp(g) is compact, g/K is continuous and 
p*(lf-glp)l’p 6 8% 
By the remark preceding the theorem there is h E %Y such that 
for x E T. Then 
since E > 0 was arbitrary it follows that f~ pp( T, p*, 9). Hence (1.1) is 
proved. 
The relation (1.2) is proved in exactly the same manner. 
One of the main properties of the upper integrals is that of regularity (see 
[3, p. 7). We shall show now that: 
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THEOREM 2. The upper integrals ,u* and ,u’ are regular and ,u* = 2. 
Proof: It is enough to show that I”* is regular and /.c =p (see (4) 
c3, p. 141). 
Let Y+ be the set of all lower semicontinuous mappings of T into R +. 
Let f: T-, ii + and let 9Y be the set of all g: T-+ R, which are (p*, CX)- 
integrable (see [3, p. 43) and such that g>f: If G+= Qr then p*(f) = cc 
(note that if gE Y+ and p*(g) < 03 then g is (p*, &?)-integrable). If gf# $25 
then 
and hence 
p*(f) = infb*k)lg~ %I. 
Hence I** is rslar. 
Let f: T -+ R,. If ge 9+ then gf is moderated and 
~L.(f)3suPC~u'(gf)lg~~+,g~1}=suP{~uX(gf)lg~~~+,g~1}; 
but we also have: 
v(f)=;;P, P*bf,=~~p, P*(dKfJ. 
Since 4, E 9, for KE X, we conclude: 
~.(f)=suP{~*(gf)lgE~+, gd 11 =Zf); 
whence p* = I*. 
3. Let E be a metrizable topological vector space and let 9, be the 
set of all funtions f: T + E of the form cje J xjdAC ij, where J is finite, xi E E 
and A(i) E d for j E J. Every f~ &?E is p-measurable. 
A functionf: T+ E is (,u*, 9)-measurable if given any (p*, 9)-integrable 
set B c T there is a sequence (f, ) of elements of cJ?~ which converges to f 
on B-B,, where BO c B and p*(B,) = 0. Replacing ,u* by ,u* we obtain the 
definition of (p’, W)-measurability.3 
Obviously, every function in %?E is both (p*, &?)-measurable and (pa, W)- 
measurable. The Egorov theorem (given in [3, p. 711 for the case when E 
is a Banach space) is valid also in this setting; in particular, if (f,,) is a 
sequence of measurable functions (in the sense defined above) which con- 
verges tof almost everywhere on every integrable set, then f is measurable. 
3 One can define measurability also for functions with values in a metrizable space (see 
[4, p. 2043) and generalize Theorem 3 below. 
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Now let K E X, let g: K + E be a continuous mapping and let go: T + E 
be the mapping defined by g”(x) = g(x) if x E K and go(x) = 0 if x C$ K. It is 
easy to see that there is a sequence (g,) of elements of W, which converges 
uniformly on T to go. It follows that g is both (p*, W)-measurable and 
(p*, 9?))-measurable. 
THEOREM 3. Let f! T + E. Then the following are equivalent: 
(3.1) f is (p-$4?)-measurable, 
(3.2) f is (p*, 6@))-measurable, 
(3.3) f is p-measurable. 
ProoJ Assume that (3.1) holds. Let Bc T be a (p*, 9)-integrable set. 
Then B is also (pL’; W)-integrable. Hence there is a sequence (fn ) of 
elements of aE which converges to f on B- B,, where B, c B and 
p’(B,) = 0. Since B is moderated, B0 is moderated, whence p*(BO) = 0. 
Since B is arbitrary, (3.2) holds. Hence (3.1) * (3.2). 
Since every KE X is (,u*, %)-integrable and since every function in gE is 
p-measurable we deduce that (3.2) * (3.3). 
Finally, assume that (3.3) holds. Let A c T be a (pL’, a)-integrable set. 
Then A is p-measurable (use, for example, Theorem 1) and p*(A) < co. 
Hence there exists a set L c A and a family (Lj)jE N of pairwise disjoint 
compact sets such that p’(L) = 0, f (L, is continuous on Lj for j E N and 
A=Lv 
If f, = f I( lJo sj < n Lj ) for every n E N, then f, is continuous on U. c j < n Lj; 
hence f 2 is (pm, W)-measurable (see the remark preceding the theorem). 
Since (fz) converges to (AA)” on T- L, we deduce that (f 1 A)’ is (p-,9)- 
measurable. Since A is arbitrary, f is (p’, a)-measurable and hence 
(3.3)*(3.1). 
From now on we assume E to be a Banach space. For 16~ < co we 
denote by 6pP,( T, N, W) the space of all f: T--f E p-integrable with respect 
to (N, 9); for JE Yk( T, N, 6%) we define 
as in [3](the integral is actually defined in [3] only in the case of real 
valued functions; the generalization to the case of functions with values in a 
Banach space is immediate). 
For 1 <p < cc we denote by 9% (T, p) the space of all p-essentially 
integrable functions f: T -+ E (that is, p-measurable and such that 
p’( 11 f 11”) < co), and by T;p”E(T, p) the space of all p-integrable functions 
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j T+ E (that is, p-essentially integrable and p-moderated); for 
f~ a;( T, p) we define 
I fh T 
as in [2]. We have the following results: 
THEOREM 4. For every 1 <p < CO we have: 
(4.1) =%(T, P*, 9) = TippE(T, cl), 
(4.2) cY$( T, p., 9) = 8$( T, p). 
ProoJ This follows from Theorem 6 of [3, p. 711 and Theorem 3 above. 
We observe that this theorem can also be obtained by the method used 
to prove Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. For every f e J?k( T, p) = Tk( T, p*, ~8) we have: 
Proof: The vector space aE is dense in 9;( T, p’, 9) = L?g( T, p); hence 
to prove Theorem 5 it is enough to consider the case when f E R,, and 
hence the case when f = x. dA, where x E E and A E ~4. But in this case the 
above integrals are both equal to p*(A). x. 
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